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Abstract 

It is very essential to consider the people impacted by breast cancer, despite the fact 

that the word cancer can purely adjust ones attention on the disease itself and not on 

whom and how it may affect people. Regardless of those who end up recovering 

physical symptoms, a small number of women suffer enduring psychological 

problems, from anxiety and fear following the diagnosis. Through assessing 80 

primary healthcare nurses at Al-Amoudi Breast Cancer Center and attending cancer 

support group sessions at the International Medical Center, the researcher was able to 

identify psychological factors that impact the patients’ treatment outcome, with the 

husband as a supporter coming on the top, along with the family’s support and the 

willingness of the patient to recover taking second place. The responses pinpointed 

the reactions most frequently occurring with a breast cancer diagnosis news, which 

exhibited seeking treatment, engaging in prayer and religious rituals, searching for 

information about the disease as well as finding support from a loved one as most 

expected. In addition to that, a diagram has assisted rating the most important support 

system according to the nurses as health caregivers, which resulted with the nurses 

ranking second after the family. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

1.1: Overview 

The fragility of our existence in this world has constantly been one of the researcher’s 

interests as an undergraduate student majoring in Psychology. The diversity of this 

fragility, in all its forms, from the love of being to the fear of death and detachment 

has been an inspiration to explore more about the human existence and mind. 

 

One of the phenomena constantly related to death and existence is Cancer, a medical 

condition classified by a class of diseases characterized by out-of-control abnormal 

cell growth. Preventions and techniques have been implemented to avoid and prevent 

this outrageous monster. However, based on a study done on young Saudi females, 

337 questionnaires were analyzed. The study revealed limited knowledge level of 

breast cancer in the younger generation, which highlights one of the obstacles to early 

diagnosis and screening programs. Consequently, awareness programs along with 

seminars and workshops were called for to overcome this hindering factor, which may 

result in late breast cancer diagnosis that is much more difficult to treat. 

 

Medical interventions including chemotherapy and surgery are common treatment 

methods to what is known to be a medical and biological condition. The patient will 

focus on either rushing into treatment due to anxiety and concerns that the cancer 

might spread if untreated instantly or she might face difficulty making up her mind on 

which type of treatment to undergo, thereby, generating a considerable hindrance 

while taking different opinions and advices (Rowland and Massie, 1998). 

Nevertheless, substantial consideration should also be put on the psychological 
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impacts that a patient can experience due to the medical treatment decision, such as 

and not limited to the patient’s cognitive functioning.  

 

Chemotherapy may disturb cognitive functioning and this may be constant. 

Conversely, there has been no association between the subjective objections of 

cognitive harm and objective procedures. Around one-quarter to one-third of cancer 

survivors has suffered from fatigue. They should be asked about the symptoms they 

are feeling, which can be ruled out if the physiologic reasons were examined early on. 

Furthermore, curable underlying causes such as depression, pain and weight control 

should all be explored with patients who are diagnosed with breast cancer or those 

who became survivors of the disease (Burstein HJ, Winer, 2000). 

 

Ignoring the psychological wellbeing of the patient is a marginalized factor in the 

treatment procedures. Moreover, the stressful environments that in many ways might 

contribute to the growth of uncontrollable abnormal cell growth are not put into 

serious consideration, or at least, are not perceived as a primary factor, in Saudi 

Arabia. These stressful environments include family conflict and divorce (The Effect 

of Marital Status on Stage, Treatment, and Survival of Cancer Patient, 1987). 

 

Through a transformation in the natural state of death and in the course of direct 

observations and research data collections, which were gained from the internship 

experience and with a direct relationship between the researcher and cancer patients 

in Support Groups, this research aspires to unfold psychological factors that lay 

behind what remains the most frequently diagnosed cancer in women, and the second 

leading cause of cancer related death (U.S. Cancer Statistics Working Group, 2010). 
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1.2: Purpose of Study and Significance of Research 

This study aims to unfold the repercussions of some factors specifically the physical 

and psychological ones that are commonly associated with the breast cancer disease 

on a woman along with the immense and enormous need for psychological support 

for both the diagnosed patient and her family.  

 

The researcher intends to shed light on this matter through a contention that 

encourages a stronger support system through which can alleviate the distress a 

patient encounters and almost certainly assist in early recuperation from medical 

treatment procedures, in which surgery is one among a few other examples. The 

support groups additionally will help the patient go through the very painful course of 

chemotherapy and possibly avoid the chances of relapse. 

 

In addition to that, this research paper anticipates revising the perception of one of the 

very significant care giving groups, the nurse, towards examining the level of 

awareness this group has in regards to the importance of cancer patients’ support 

systems and the degree of involvement they have in the healing journey. 

 

Many of the studies available under this scope consist of data that is highly relevant to 

the west and particularly the United States of America, in which the culture, demands 

and backgrounds of its people are different than those in Saudi Arabia. Therefore, a 

study, even though a small one, would certainly be of benefit to the foundation of 

further established researches on the psychosocial impacts of cancer and in specific, 

breast cancer in this region. Later on, an updated version of this sample can examine 

not only the nurses as the survey participants but also the patients, husbands and their 
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families that cannot by all means be disconnected from the impacts of such widely 

spread disease. 

 

There are many factors that play a role in building rapport between the moderator and 

the support group members, some of which may be based on the boundaries of the 

family system as an apparent social norm. Moreover, causal relationships between 

what is perceived, as an effective tactic for healing, may exist in one culture, however 

may be secondary in another. Religion and spirituality is one among many of those 

factors that needs to be investigated in order to ensure the efficiency of their 

implementation. 

 

Issues and concerns such as the abovementioned illustrate a brief of where this study 

stands between other research publications and how advocates, researchers, 

psychologists, medical experts and breast cancer patients (and survivors) can benefit 

from its findings.  
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review 

Breast cancer occurrence rates are promptly rising in most low and middle recourse 

countries than in areas where the rates are already high. Regardless of the young age 

tolls that characterize nearly all developing countries, 45% is the percentage of breast 

cancer incidents, determining 54% of the yearly breast cancer deaths all over the 

world. Although predictions say change in fundamental age-related rates is 

insignificant, researchers estimate almost a 50% increase in breast cancer global 

incidence and deaths between 2002 and 2020, merely as a consequence of the aging 

of current global populations. The abovementioned increase in cancer rates will 

excessively grow even more in the developing countries with an estimate of reaching 

55% increase incidents and a 58% increase in mortality in the coming 20 years.  

 

One of the phenomena constantly related to death and existence is cancer, a medical 

condition characterized by a malignant growth or tumor consequential from a division 

of out-of-control abnormal cell. Approximately twenty years of examination certifies 

that psychosocial interventions influence a broad array of quality-of-life variables, not 

restricted to the ability to sleep, decline of exhaustion, a better mood, increased 

vivacity, pain reduction and one’s ability to exercise. (Tori DeAngelis, 2002) 

A benchmark in our recognition of causal factors that must 

be included in any cancer treatment and prevention. No 

oncologist, medical professional, or cancer patient can 

afford to be ignorant of these factors. (Dr. Edward Gilbert, 

MD, Eisenhower Medical Center). 

Cancer is a disease that transports significant pressure to the diagnosed; it also leads 

to psychological stress and a deprived sense of worth to the life one lives. 
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Encountering the criteria for mood, anxiety and/or adjustment disorders is a common 

theme for up to 50% of cancer patients, with depressive indications being predicted 

for 22-29% during the early stages of the disease, but for 18-40% in progressed 

stages. Those rates signify higher accounts in cancer patients than in other medical 

cases. Moreover, suicidal attempts for as long as thirty years after cancer 

identification may encounter some of the patients with depression. 

 

In some situations that involve recurrence of the disease, not only depression may be 

provoked, but also a state of hopelessness. Abramson and colleagues have a 

significant role in theorizing this phenomenon in The Hopelessness Theory of 

Depression, which suggests that some members have what is called a ‘depressogenic 

inferential style’. This gene makes that individual more prone to get effected by an 

unpleasant situation, through the assembly of biased assumptions and attributions 

about the reasons behind the occurrence of the event and results. Consequently, 

hopelessness is triggered, believing that nothing can resolve the condition. 

 

In particular, an analysis stemming from a study with participants from varied 

locations and backgrounds revealed five common and constantly occurring 

experiences: 1) the constantly occurring fears of breast cancer survivors, 2) attitudes 

and taboos about breast cancer that hampers awareness programs and medical curing 

of the disease, 3) Countries with limited resources need public education and breast 

cancer awareness campaigns, 4) The translation of the concept and culture of 

advocacy in many languages is a demanding task, and 5) Finally the occurrences in 

founding and preserving support groups to promote breast cancer awareness and to 

inform public policy. (Kathleen M. Errico, PhD, ARNP,* and Diana Rowden, MA) 
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2.1: Psychosocial Influence of Breast Cancer Diagnosis: Body Image an Example 

Worldwide, more than a million women are diagnosed with breast cancer every year 

Breast Cancer is the number 1 disease, which has occurred in 30% of women below 

40 years old, in Saudi Arabia. Late detection of breast cancer occurred in 70% of 

those patients. An early detection/intervention rescues 98% of the probability of 

curing the disease. (Cancer Incidence, Mortality and Prevalence Worldwide, 2004).  

 

Any type of cancer has psychological burdens on the patient; however, having it in 

the breast causes additional pain and anguish, because society often relates women’s 

breasts with femininity, motherhood, womanhood and charm, therefore, the surgical 

procedure of removing the breast can naturally threaten a woman’s self image 

(Patient’s Guide to Breast Cancer, 2010). The removal of a breast visibly may change 

a woman’s body image, how she thinks of it and how she thinks others perceive it. 

Unlike a hemicolectomy (resection of the ascending colon, right, and the descending 

colon, left) for colon cancer or a lobectomy (surgical excision of a lobe) for lung 

cancer, where removal of the organ is not so obvious, breast removal is visible to the 

eye. 

 

Several patients believe a reconstruction of their breast would assist in the adjustment 

to their body as a consequence of breast surgery (breast removal). A woman’s body 

image, self-esteem and sexuality may be motives behind such a decision. The process 

of reconstruction can frequently be done along with a mastectomy (immediate 

reconstruction), or on the other hand, a period of months or years afterward (delayed 

reconstruction) (Body image & self-esteem: http://www.breastcancercare.org.uk). 
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By having breast cancer, not only one’s body image may be influenced, however, the 

impact might also include the self-concept, which situates around the personal self-

concept in how she perceives herself. In addition to the social self-concept, which 

locates itself in how one thinks other people perceive her, then finally, the self-ideals, 

which is the ultimate ideal image that one tries to reach but cannot.  

 

The abovementioned state of being can affect physical activity, choice of cloths, and 

the physical relationship. Although these fears are anticipated and nearly all of the 

breast cancer patients experience them, the degree to which women admit these 

concerns, manage them and familiarize one’s self to them is varied. A few of the main 

predictable psychosocial stressors documented by women with breast cancer 

comprise, yet not restricted to, “fear of recurrence, physical symptoms, such as 

fatigue, trouble sleeping or pain, body image disruption, sexual dysfunction, 

treatment-related anxieties, intrusive thoughts about illness, marital communication, 

feelings or vulnerability and existential concerns regarding mortality” (Meeting 

Psychosocial Needs of Women with Breast Cancer, 2004). Such circumstances may 

lead to severe emotional distress, which includes panic attacks, generalized worry and 

phobias, which often cause panic, however on the other hand, one can use this 

emotional stress to seek immediate help. 

It is important to talk to the doctor if the patient experiences: 

1. Hopelessness and helplessness 

2. General unhappiness (anhedonia) 

3. Negative and/or suicidal thoughts 

4. Reduced activity and concentration 

5. Problems in relationships 
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6. Guilt and low self-esteem 

7. Physical problems 

8. Sleep disturbance 

9. Post traumatic experiences 

 

Common premises on the changes in body image related to mastectomy were 

elucidated through the eyes of survivor-advocates and breast cancer supporters. They 

communicated their observations on how women with breast cancer must incorporate 

their survival with the physical wounds of treatment, psychological concerns, and 

commotion in family trends. The need for details about prostheses and the need for 

psychological support for breast cancer patients were also explained. 

 

A women’s body image will be shook by the petrifying experience of losing a breast. 

Therefore, being diagnosed with breast cancer generates an identity formation 

catastrophe, which requires a high level of support, trust and emotional 

encouragement from those dear to the patient in addition to a few whom have been 

through a similar experience, such as survivors and breast cancer advocates. With 

such advocacy, a patient will be able to avoid social remoteness and biases that can 

bring noteworthy changes. (Kathleen M. Errico, PhD, ARNP,* and Diana Rowden, 

MA) 

 

2.2: Support Groups 

It is very essential to consider the people impacted by breast cancer, despite the fact 

that the word cancer can purely adjust ones attention on the disease itself and not on 
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whom and how it may affect people. Women in the United States of America only, 

form around 250 thousand diagnosed with breast cancer annually. 

 

The majority of the patients are to be treated by surgery, and others are expected to 

obtain directions to seek another form of treatment, intended to seize, reverse and 

avoid a recurrence of abnormal cell growth in the breast or the spreading to other 

organs in the body. Such treatment is comprised of radiation therapy, chemotherapy 

and hormonal therapy, though, in due course, the patients are affirmed healthy and are 

sent home. It is stated that while 25% of women with breast cancer will die, an 

enormous number of them will live with preliminary feelings of distress, doubt and 

anxiety, which often leads to physical revival and psychological wellbeing.  

 

Regardless of those who end up recovering both physical and psychological 

symptoms, a small number of women suffer enduring dysfunctional psychological 

problems following the diagnosis. Although there are two million breast cancer 

survivors that those women would end up joining, constant despair and anxiety 

remain noteworthy and painful happenings in the history of the disease. 

 

Booming in the treatment discoveries of breast cancer has allowed specialists to focus 

not only on “end of life” matters, but become incredibly alarmed with “getting on 

with life”. Acknowledging and considering the psychological costs of the cancer 

event has led back in the mid 1970’s to the establishment of a discipline, referred to as 

the psycho-oncology. Consequently, a topic, once a taboo could for the first time be 

expressed explicitly and the patients’ participation and willingness to share feelings 

and stories increased in number. Ever since, breast cancer has been the number one 
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field to earn the attention of psychosocial experts among other kinds of cancer, which 

till this day remains the paradigm for the field.  

 

Psychological suffering has interfered with the therapeutic process, due to the 

shocking diagnosis, side effects, and fear of recurrence, which may lead to death. 

Nowadays, precisely breast cancer treatment is mostly carried out in ambulatory care 

settings, such as, yet not restricted to, clinics and outpatient locations. However, when 

care drifted from inpatient hospital settings, psychosocial checkups that might have 

been accessible to women previously, have not reliably made the journey to the 

outpatient centers, still conscious that the impact of the breast cancer diagnosis is one 

that extends to a woman’s family and community. 

 

The transition points in treatment (time of diagnosis, awaiting treatment, during and 

on completion of treatment, follow-up visits, at time of recurrence and at times of 

treatment failure) have been found to show the highest distress levels among breast 

cancer patients, therefore, The Institute of Medicine and its National Cancer Policy 

Board have aimed to investigate a number of key questions, through which they are 

trying to find answers. The number one question asked about the definition of 

psychosocial distress and how frequently it occurs among women with breast cancer 

at each stage. Studies have reached answers and the proposed one is as follows: 

Distress in cancer has been defined as an unpleasant 

emotional experience that may be psychological, social or 

spiritual in nature. Distress exists on a continuum and 

begins with the normal and expected feelings of fear, 

worry, sadness and vulnerability in coping with cancer and 
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its treatment. These normal feelings though, may persist 

and extend to become more severe, even disabling 

symptoms of anxiety or a formal diagnosis of major 

depression. Severe distress may relate to the illness or its 

treatment. It may result from a personal problem, social, 

spiritual or an existential crisis facing death. 

Breast cancer survivor-advocates from countries with limited income have reflected 

their experiences in records, designating that the cohesion of the experience of those 

survivors guided to the establishment of support groups. (Kathleen M. Errico, PhD, 

ARNP,* and Diana Rowden, MA) 

 

A voluntary association, founded in the late eighties by a number of women who had 

suffered a similar experience of having diagnosed with breast cancer, feeling that 

there was no adequate support or recommendations accessible for women in their 

situation. The abovementioned teamwork refers to the Breast Care Support Group 

(BCSG), which usually incorporated the word mastectomy into its title, yet, when 

surgery changed, so did the name. 

 

Particularly, survivor-advocates and advocates acknowledged the essential necessity 

to create evidence “to the power of life” in addition to the offering of emotional 

support. Women have indicated that regardless of the patient’s age, ethnic group, 

nationality or stage of disease, the issues that concern them became universal, which 

reflected survivor-advocates’ comments. (Kathleen M. Errico, PhD, ARNP,* and 

Diana Rowden, MA) 
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TOUCH, an oncology self-help group for cancer patients was evaluated through a 

study surveying 139 of its members in Alabama, and found that the longer the 

participants lasted in a group, the more they advanced their knowledge of cancer and 

their capability of speaking with other people (Evaluation of TOUCH, 1981). More 

specifically, Spiegal et al. and a group of researchers conducted a study on the effect 

of psychosocial treatment on the survival of patients with metastatic breast cancer. 86 

women undergoing treatment for metastatic breast cancer were randomly selected to 

have their oncologic process complemented with a weekly support session. Focusing 

on developing communication, forming an improved life, conveying feelings and 

pain-regulation via self-hypnosis, those participants lived twice as long as control 

patients, with an average of nearly 18 months longer (Effect psychosocial treatment 

on the survival of patients with metastatic breast cancer, 1989). 

 

While many researches, including the aforesaid, affirm a positive impact of cancer 

patient support groups, a number of the latest studies, involving the 2007 study by 

Spiegel et al. had no proof of the shown results. Additionally, a meta-analysis of two 

researches asserted that there was no survival advantage on breast cancer patients 

from their participation in support groups (2011 Susan G. Komen for the Cure, 

understanding breast cancer).  

	  

The breast cancer treatment has been one of the finest hopes in the field of 

psychoneuroimmunology. After the reproduction of a leading study, first found in 

1989 by Stanford University's David Spiegel, MD, some of those hopes were 

weakened when it discovered that support group interference brought no changes in 

the survival rates of women with metastatic breast cancer in comparison to controls. 
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However, there still remains some encouraging news in regards to the replication 

study, which found that women who participated in support groups experienced better 

lifestyle settlements, in addition to decreased level of pain and enhanced emotional 

indicators. As stated by the leader of Spiegel’s replication study team, Pamela 

Goodwin, MD, a medical oncologist at the University of Toronto’s Mount Sinai 

Hospital: 

We were able to confirm clear evidence of psychological 

benefits in terms of mood and pain control, and those 

benefits were greatest in women who had psychological 

distress or poorly controlled pain at the time they entered 

the study. 

Psychologists and other researchers exploring the mind-body relations in cancer, 

assert that Goodwin’s study is not the last declaration in the field. They also 

accentuate that the medical experts must not take the findings of a single study for 

granted, shedding light on the fact that the group therapy carries an impact beyond 

prolonging the patients’ life, but instead to the betterment of the quality of living (Tori 

DeAngelis, 2002). 

 

2.3: Nurses’ Role: Foundation for Support Groups 

Speaking of breast cancer support groups that mostly occur after or during the last 

period of treatment continuously, the first phase of diagnosis and those who would be 

most supportive during that period are also critical concerns when taking a holistic 

perspective at the functioning of a beneficial support group. Breast cancer nurses have 

been found to present a fundamental role for breast cancer patients and within the 

multi-disciplinary team (MdT). Services that may not otherwise be offered by other 
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healthcare professionals are offered by BCNs. Therefore, according to a study, which 

exhibited the patients’ perspectives, it was shown that the BCNs are greatly cherished 

for taking a key position throughout the treatment process. These services include, 

proposing advice and support in relation to breast cancer diagnosis that is not 

restricted to the patients, but to their families as well. 

 

When reduction takes place, the nurses regularly sense their roles become an aim. 

This study also illustrates the budget of the current funding structures, which will fail 

to ensure the costs of many BCN activities and practices. Specialist-nursing expenses 

may be cut by officials, an effort to decrease the overall outflow.  

 

Believing that every patient should have suitable contact to a breast cancer nurse, 

researches propose ensuring the continuity of value and recognition to breast cancer 

nurses, through future reforms. (Breast cancer patients’ perspectives on NHS reform 

and the Health Bill). 

 

An Australian study also investigates the patients’ perspectives on the role of the 

breast cancer nurse. This study was capable of conducting in-depth interviews with 

eighteen different women who had finished treatment for early breast cancer. This 

process followed a thematic analysis in analyzing what the patients had portrayed 

about their occurrences from the day of diagnosis all through the treatment process. 

They particularly stressed on the magnitude of the role of their nurses throughout their 

experiences, which integrated communication, the building of a healthy relationship, 

responsiveness of the women’s demands, comfort and providing useful information. 
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To guarantee that all breast cancer patients have satisfactory and sufficient access to 

the support that breast cancer nurses are competent to grant should be one of the 

concentrations of Oncology clinics (The Role of the Breast Care Nurse During 

Treatment for Early Breast Cancer: The patient’s perspective). 
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Chapter 3 - Methodology 

Since this study is based on a graduation requirement by the Psychology department 

at Effat University, consisting of twelve credit hours, taking place during the spring 

semester of (2010-2011) and owing to the absence of a capstone for this type of 

training in the department, it was necessary to get the supervisor’s approval to build a 

framework that balances that. As a result, this paper does not merely study a 

phenomenon through answering research questions, however, it includes two major 

components, portrayed in the following manner: 

1. The training component, which explains the three-month-long training 

experience. 

1.1 Al-Amoudi Breast Cancer Center of Excellence.  

1.2 Cancer Patient Support Group at the International Medical Center. 

2. The research component, which elucidates the study’s literature review, 

methodology, data analysis, results, discussion and recommendations. Putting 

in mind that both of the abovementioned components have complemented 

each other throughout the process.  

With a background in breast cancer, support groups, the nurses’ role and the 

psychosocial impacts of the diagnosis on the women patients and their families, this 

research attempts to answer the following questions: 

1. Are the immense psychosocial impacts of breast cancer diagnosis on women 

placed in the treatment equation? 

2. Where does the role of the nurse as a primary caregiver enter in the treatment 

of breast cancer patients in Saudi Arabia? 

3. How do health care support groups contribute to the treatment of breast cancer 

patients in Saudi Arabia? 
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The research questions emerged from an internship experience that began with an 

interest in female issues, body image, support systems, death and attachment, 

communal expectations, and perceived social participation, following a search for a 

setting to mold and situate a four year long journey in the study of Psychology 

through practices and applied applications. 

 

3.1: Placement Site - Internship at Al-Amoudi Breast Cancer Center 

The efforts rested in a center for breast cancer, at King Abdulaziz University in the 

city of Jeddah. Together with receiving the approval of the head of King Abdulaziz 

University, Mr. Osama Tayyeb, along with the endless contribution of Sheikh 

Mohammed Hussein Al-Amoudi and the hard work of the leading breast cancer 

survivor and international activist, Dr. Samia Al-Amoudi, that the Center of 

Excellence in Breast Cancer has opened its doors on the 4th of July, 2010. Aspiring to 

launch a novel model of healthcare for women in Saudi Arabia, with a primary focus 

on breast cancer, Dr. Samia, was able to build an expanded viewpoint of the needs of 

her patients. 

 

Dr. Samia took a leading role in her visits to profound international institutions, such 

as, yet not limited to, the Susan G. Komen for the Cure, M. D. Anderson Cancer 

Center, The Johns Hopkins Center, and Harvard University. Throughout her tours, she 

noticed that there was not adequate concentration put towards the concept of 

healthcare for breast cancer patients in Saudi Arabia, although there is no deficiency 

in the eligible people and advanced equipments. This realization has directed her 

efforts towards attaining a quantum rise in the quality of the health facilities, aiming 

to run an outstanding center. 
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The Center of Excellence in Breast Cancer opened with a duty to spread awareness 

about the importance of early detection, presenting inclusive medical, social and 

psychological support to the patients along with their families, in addition to carrying 

out valid and broadened research in the field. Recently, it carried out a workshop 

entitled: “Psychological Needs of Breast Cancer Patients” for its staff and a number of 

physicians on Tuesday, the 4th of January 2011. It was an element of the Center’s 

aspirations to improve the experiences of the staff, which was given by Dr. Amal 

Elyas, Professor of Psychology at Effat University. 

 

The abovementioned workshop had an inspirational element on the researcher and 

thus, was the trigger for contacting the center in search for an internship program. The 

researcher as an intern applicant, was asked to submit a short research proposal based 

on her interest, through which will be conducted in the three-month-long internship 

program. The researcher accordingly, stated the following (Review appendix section). 

 

The intern spent approximately five hours, five days a week at the center. She was 

given a tour on her first day, from the administration office, the chair for conducting 

research helping understand breast cancer in the Kingdom, to the mammogram, 

ultrasound and screening room, where they trained healthcare students and 

practitioners on diagnosis and finally with the main lecture hall, where the Tuesday 

Workshops are held. 

 

The Tuesday Workshops are a series of lectures conducted continuously on the same 

day for 12 weeks consistently, from eight in the morning till two thirty in the 

afternoon for a different group of people every Tuesday. Believing that nurses play a 
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crucial role in the diagnosis and treatment process for patients with breast cancer 

(Breast cancer patients’ perspectives on NHS reform and the Health Bill), the center 

has targeted this particular population from the health care services centers. The 

workshop gathered several guest speakers, including Dr. Samia Al-Amoudi, who 

sparked the beginning of every session with an inspirational talk: 

It is a national duty to provide all the scenarios to our patients. 

As a woman, you should recognize and become aware of breast 

cancer circumstances. As a nurse, you should spread this 

knowledge. 

The workshop is entitled: “Breast Cancer Awareness for Nurses in Primary Health 

Care Centers”, where it begins with registration and a pre-test sheet to be filled by the 

nurses on their level of knowledge about breast cancer. The sheet consists of topics 

such as breast self-examinations and causes of the disease. The first speaker, Dr. 

Wafa Nichols then begins a lecture on the Anatomy and physiology of the breast: 

Interpretation of laboratory results. After Dr. Samia Al-Amoudi gives her talk on 

Coping with the Disease, Dr. Wafa then speaks about Incidence of Breast Cancer and 

points out comparison studies between the west and the Arab world, such as there are 

5,0000000 detected breast cancer cases and 95% of them are curable due to early 

detection in the west. However, only 500 cases in the Arab region detected in late 

stages, which makes them difficult to treat. 

 

As the head of nurses, Dr. Shadia A. Yousuf sheds light on the nurse's role in early 

detection of breast cancer and prevention techniques. Moreover, Dr. Najlaa Al Saeed 

Follows with a presentation on Mammogramme: interpretation and patient 

preparation. She covered a vast amount of information through provided images 
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differentiating between benign and malignant cell growth, in addition to the 

distinction between the different stages of cancer. Dr. Najlaa also briefed the audience 

with information on when a woman needs mammogram, the timings of the procedure, 

the feelings one would get and the ages appropriate for doing so.  

 

Finally, Dr. Shadia, Dr. Safa and Dr. Wafa would conclude with two consecutive 

practicum assessments on training body materials, allowing the nurses to apply the 

knowledge gained in front of their peers for evaluation and experience. Last but not 

least, a post-test is handed out to the attendees, where the pre and post-tests are 

measured. 

 

Every Saturday and Monday, the researcher accompanied two colleagues from the 

center of excellence to the main King Abdulaziz hospital oncology clinics, where they 

were assigned to search for breast cancer patients’ files for the appointments 

scheduled on that day in order to call their names at the waiting room and proceed 

with a brief survey about their case, experience, diet, treatment, family history and 

else. These surveys were to be used to contribute to making King Abdulaziz 

University a pioneer in social service and to build a comprehensive database that 

would become invaluable for scientists and researchers, where the breast cancer 

center is one among many there. 

 

3.2: Complimentary Site - Cancer Patients’ Support Group at The International 

Medical Center 

The researcher had a grand opportunity to attend a lecture organized by The Center of 

Excellence for Tumors at the International Medical Center, entitled: “Treatment of 
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Cancer: Body, Mind and Soul” with the participation of the religious scholar, the son 

of AbuBakr AlShateri and a blend of top leading medical experts and doctors in 

diverse specializations. It consisted of a lecture tackling the developments in cancer 

treatment, by Professor Ezzeldin Ibrahim, additionally; a part on the mind, led by Dr. 

Manal Fawaz Kayal, who embraced the audience through the explanation of the 

psychosocial care for cancer patients and their families. Furthermore, the religious 

scholar who spoke about the spirit supporting his speech with versus of the Quran that 

illustrated methods of dealing with the disease. Finally, Dr. Walid Ahmed Fitaihi, the 

chief executive officer of the IMC, who described a holistic standpoint in treating 

cancer using his center’s diagram, which encompassed of the soul, mind, body, divine 

ethics and global standards in its tree-shaped logo. 

 

Based on this study’s area of exploration, Dr. Manal Kayal’s division was most 

relevant to the researcher, in which she spoke about the mind and psychological well 

being through the implementation of support groups for cancer patients. She shed 

light and briefly gave details of three disorders commonly associated with cancer 

patients. Adjustment disorder, mood disorder that occurs in 22% - 29% of cases in 

early cancer stages and 18% - 40% cases in advanced stages and finally anxiety 

disorder, which forms 50% of cancer patients’ suffering (Raison & Millar, 2003). 

 

Dr. Kayal then addressed the audience about psychotherapy, an approach of coping 

with the complications of treatment and improving the quality of life through which, 

one of the most applied strategies is a support group. Several therapeutic agents in a 

groups’ success were elucidated afterward. Some of which covered the psychological 

security factor, planting the seed of hope, emotional vending, the process of 
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exchanging knowledge and information, learning and last but not least, the cohesion 

and togetherness of the group members, whom were brought together through trust, 

respect and acceptance. She finally concluded with a Prophetic saying: “The Muslim 

to the Muslim is similar to a structure that holds itself intact.” (Sahih Al-Bukhari, no. 

2279) 

 

The researcher took this opportunity to approach Dr. Kayal regarding the conduction 

of this research study and the accessibility of joining initiatives towards the 

implementation of support groups in Saudi Arabia with an international standard. Her 

response was highly welcoming and so the researcher and the psychologist arranged 

their first meeting to be on Monday from 7-9 evening, for the support group session. 

 

Dr. Manal Kayal is currently an Assistant Professor and a Counseling Psychologist at 

the Psychology Department at King Abdulaziz University, in addition to being a 

Counseling Psychologist at the International Medical Center, which to the 

researcher’s advantage has recently begun moderating a support group for cancer 

patients. 

 

Professor Ezzeldin Ibrahim is the Senior Consultant of Oncology, Director of the 

Oncology Center of Excellence, and the Executive Director of the Research Center at 

the International Medical Center, Jeddah. He along with Dr. Kayal have decided on 

the formation of the cancer patients support group, with most of the members being 

either former or current patients of his. 
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Those sessions started since weeks before the researcher’s first visit. A two-hour long 

support group session took place every other Monday (biweekly). Given that support 

group memberships vary from open to close kinds (Breastcancer.org, 2008), the IMC 

support group for cancer patients functioned with an unstructured open membership 

scheme, where some of the members have a regular attendance schedule, however, 

they can come and go freely, registration is not required and new comers are 

welcomed at anytime. There were ten attendees on an average of the three visits the 

researcher has made. Although, almost all of them had been cured from the disease, 

the type of cancer those patients had varied; some had cancer in the lymph glands, 

three of them had breast cancer and others had recurrence of the disease in other 

areas, such as the ovaries. Similarly, there was no specific age group targeted, by 

which, some of them seemed to be in their 40’s and others in their 20’s. 

 

The topics the group embarked upon were previously selected, by which the 

counselor, Dr. Kayal had organized to host guest speakers for every session. The first 

session, a dietitian who works at the IMC spoke to the members about the differences 

between one person and another, the needs of the body differing in accordance to the 

disease and the fragility of the immune system during that stage. She illustrated the 

benefits of preventative food, which were explained through illustrative examples. 

The guest also shared tips on what to eat during cancer treatment depending on the 

location of the tumor and side effects of the chemotherapy and some hormonal 

therapies that include nausea, diarrhea, feeling constantly full and inability to 

swallow. Due to the fact the most of the members have been cured from the disease, 

the dietitian also shed light on the after treatment food, which contains vitamins, folic 

acid, pentatonic acid, manganese, magnesium and protein. 
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The second session, which took place on the 9th of May had a different impact on the 

members. The questions asked, the harmony felt and the form of dialogue opened was 

more personal and intense. Dr. Kayal had scheduled with a religious scholar to speak 

about the spiritual side of cancer treatment.  

 

While Saudi Arabia is the origin of Islam and home of Muslims with the two holy 

places in Mecca and Medina, the culture of this country is chiefly shaped by its 

religion. Having said that, the session was primarily based on how complete trust in 

God will bring about a restful and peaceful state of mind to the patients. The scholar 

also pointed out causes for such suffering, canceling out all possible social 

assumptions from the punishment a sinful person should get to assuring the love God 

beholds to a person who suffers during life. Members shared their experiences, from 

their prayer rituals to their feelings of fear, anger and loneliness. Some members 

spoke with tears filling their eyes while others tapped on their shoulders. A mutual 

ground was acknowledged and the experience each shared was familiar to the 

listeners. 

 

On the 23rd of May, the researcher attended the last session of that support group 

season, where a platform for dialogue, questions, experiences and suggestions was 

open for the two-hour-long session. The moderator, Dr. Kayal, gave tips on how to 

keep oneself busy and productive, in order to ensure a positive recovery plan. The 

members on the other hand explained how their lives have changed after being 

diagnosed with cancer, from being engaged in a favorite hobby, committed to a job 

and entertained by family gatherings, to having only some of that or nothing at all. 

Nonetheless, the women contributed by discussing options for bringing that again into 
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ones life and starting a transformation journey. 

 

Dr. Kayal also emphasized on the mind, body and soul healing process, which was 

exemplified through steps for meditation. The members were curious and took notes 

of each step. Finally, they talked about what is called the “virtual support group”, an 

online page exclusively for cancer patients in Saudi Arabia. There seemed to be a 

specific interest for this kind of support groups among a vast number of members, 

where they meet in Café De La Tohr: A female gathering especially for cancer 

patients to share their stories, concerns and comfort each other. The researcher has 

observed that through sharing those stories and daring life situations, they often do 

come together in laughter, tears or a virtual hug. 

 

Previously conducted research state that the symptoms patients suffer from as a result 

of the chemotherapy treatment, such as anxiety, vomiting and nausea can be treated 

only if they believe they can. As a consequence, imaginary therapy has become a 

common technique in enhancing their belief and energizing their self-esteem, which 

produces a positive improvement in the immune system too. This type of therapy is 

perceived as a corresponding psychological involvement, in providing a virtual world 

for the patients to adapt with the difficulties of the disease. Laboratory experiments 

have verified the effectiveness of a specialized method, referred to as the Virtual 

Reality. It includes computer games and websites that enable experts to support 

cancer patients in distracting them from the distress, depressive symptoms and 

physical discomfort  (Effect of Virtual Reality on breast cancer patients). 
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The support group members’ lively engagement and interest in Café De La Tohr 

confirms what the abovementioned studies have shown. Only, in this case, it was an 

initiative taken by the cancer patients themselves, instead of a health care 

professional, which only certifies the need for the implementation of such methods 

alongside the necessary medical treatments. 

 

3.3: Research Component 

The survey questions were developed based on empirical reasons that the researcher 

has experienced and observed throughout the internship program. For two consecutive 

weeks, the researcher along with constant assistance and guidance from her 

supervisor, a Psychology associate professor at Effat University, worked together to 

build the survey questions. With several notions on mind, they had to minimize the 

scope and focus on a diagram that was created that shed light on rating the importance 

of family, nurses, friends and husbands as support systems to breast cancer patients 

(refer to appendix). 

 

Having the Tuesday Workshops provide an accessible audience to target, made the 

researcher select its audience as participants for the study, examining nurses’ 

perceptions on psychosocial impacts on women with breast cancer and where they 

perceive themselves as primary healthy care providers in relation to the support group 

interventions.  

 

Since it was easier said than done to be able to sustain the workshops on weekly 

bases, the researcher therefore had to contact a few connections in the medical field, 

primarily students and interns who had a smooth access to a number of oncology 
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sections in diverse hospitals, hoping to deliver the surveys to an adequate number of 

oncology department nurses as possible. Moreover, it also became difficult to find not 

only oncology nurses but also ones that are Saudi or at least Arabs to have valid and 

relevant findings applicable for generality in the Saudi culture.	  

	  

This process took several weeks until the researcher managed to hand in the surveys 

to a colleague at the Breast Cancer Center of Excellence that took charge of 

delivering them to the targeted audience of the Tuesday Workshops then sending 

them back to the researcher for analysis.	  

	  

The researcher was able to gather eighty-eight participants’ responses, however with 

the analysis procedure, the number was reduced to eighty due to missing items and 

unanswered questions, which led to eight surveys being eliminated.  

 

The quantitative research method’s objective is to sort elements, and erect statistical 

representations. It is used when all aspects of the study are designed before the data is 

collected (Creswell, J. W., 1994). Having known that, the researcher chose to use the 

mixed method, assessing the nurses’ responses through the quantitative technique as 

well as using participant observations to conduct a brief and clear design of the 

patients’ beneficial experiences through attending support groups at the International 

Medical Center. These observations were situated to complement the survey 

responses and answer the targeted research questions.	  
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Chapter 4 – Data Analysis and Survey Results	  

4.1: Demographic Data	  

	  

The health care providers who were chosen to participate in this stud and who work at 

health care centers in the city of Jeddah had been scheduled to attend a workshop at 

the Breast Cancer Center of Excellence, where they were given the surveys to fill. 

They ranged between 20-53 years old, with more than 70% of them being married and 

less than 30% single. With that being said, about 25% of them had been working for 

more than one year, 20% of them had between 6-10 years of working experience and 

similarly, 20% between 11-15 of work. However, only 10% of the nurses had a work 

experience that lasted between 16-20 years, another 10% between 21-25 and finally a 

10% between 26-35 of work experience. While most of the participants were nurses, 

around 40% of them were nurse technicians and only a trivial number of them were 

non-Saudi having English as their spoken language in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 
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4.2: Nurses’ Psychological Background 

The participants were asked to choose whether they actively search for recourses to 

increase their information about dealing with breast cancer patients, and 64% of them 

answered yes, however the remaining 15% said no. Those who answered with a yes 

were asked to mention the methods they usually use to increase their knowledge about 

dealing with the patients.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

	  

According to the findings and from a list provided to the participants, 39% chose 

books as their resources, 41% selected medical workshops, however, with it being 

among the least used, only 14% attended psychology workshops to enrich their level 

of knowledge. Conferences were used from 24% of the nurses, similarly, 26% have 

chose reading magazines. Similar to medical workshops, there were 40% of the 

responses that indicated using the web, however, 32% referred to publications and 

journals in doing so. 21% of them depended on stories of people and experiences to 

expand their information, in addition to only 1% who used doctor’s expertise and 

another 1% that took advantage of medical TV shows that addressed the breast cancer 

topic.	  

	  

Search 

  
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Yes 64 80.0 81.0 81.0 

No 15 18.8 19.0 100.0 

Valid 

Total 79 98.8 100.0  

Missing System 1 1.2   

Total 80 100.0   
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Although the abovementioned questions highlighted the resources mostly used by 

nurses, the following graph illustrates what is often available and accessible for use in 

the city of Jeddah. The results therefore exhibit that books as well as medical 

workshops are 35% available for the participants’ use, however a remarkable 

difference is presented with the accessibility of merely 5% psychology workshops. 

Conferences were provided for 25% and magazines were there for 27%, on the other 

hand, with a score of 42%, websites were selected. Journal publications and people’s 

stories and experiences were given about 17% availability. 	  
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4.3: Patients’ Emotional Wellbeing 

McIver and Carmines (1981) say: 

It is very unlikely that a single item can fully represent a 

complex theoretical concept or any specific attribute for 

that matter (p. 15). 

Therefore, Cronbach’s alpha is one of the most known reliability statistics in use 

(Cronback, 1951). It is the average correlation of the reliability coefficients one would 

attain for all potential alignments of items when divided into two half-tests.  

 

After the researcher has notified the SPSS program of which survey variables to 

combine, the reliability analysis determines how consistently the chosen variables 

measure what it has intended to measure. It has been additionally specified by 

Nunnaly (1978) that 0.7 is an adequate reliability coefficient; however lower scores 

are occasionally included in scientific texts. 

 

The following table illustrates Conbach’s Alpha Reliability Statistics, showing a 0.8 

score, which indicates high reliability between the selected variables in assessing 

what they propose to assess. The items refer to question 2-section b. from the survey, 

which ask the participants to rate on a scale from 1-5, with 1 being the least important 

and 5 being the most important, factors that they think would have a great influence 

on bringing about a positive treatment outcome for breast cancer patients. 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

Cronbach's 

Alpha Based on 

Standardized 

Items N of Items 

.854 .870 11 
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The researcher then computed the frequency of factor selection, which presented the 

lowest occurrence being the maintenance of a regular family routine with a mean of 

4.10 and friends’ support with a mean of 4.24, which followed it from the bottom up. 

On the other hand, a mean of 4.80 referred to the highest occurrence, which pointed 

out the husbands’ support as being the primary factor in bringing about a positive 

treatment outcome. Moreover, a mean of 4.77 was given to family’s support along 

with a minor difference being given to the willingness of the patient to recover with a 

mean of 4.76. Although there might be only a slight difference in the frequency of 

occurrences, none of the scores should be marginalized in order to calculate any 

significant correlations between the items.	  

	  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Pearson Product Moment Correlation is one of the most recognized 

measurements of correlation. In addition to what the research conductor have 

previously explained about the reliability of the items being high and the frequency of 

occurrences being slightly different, it has been revealed according to Pearson 

Item Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

KnowDoc 4.61 .906 70 

Exercise 4.27 1.048 70 

Diet 4.50 .944 70 

GoodPsy 4.70 .645 70 

FamilyS 4.77 .641 70 

HusbandS 4.80 .628 70 

Routine 4.10 1.065 70 

FriendS 4.24 .908 70 

SupportG 4.54 .674 70 

Survivor 4.60 .750 70 

Willing 4.76 .711 70 
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Correlation, that among the total selected items, groups of two coupled together 

signifying a high correlation.	  

	  

The items having the closest scores indicate the items with the highest correlation, 

therefore; in this case, the overall psychological wellbeing of the patient was 

significantly associated with the knowledge of the doctor providing the treatment. 

Similarly, the amount of exercise a breast cancer patient engages in has shown a 

considerable relation to an adequate diet. The family along with the husband’s support 

has also portrayed a similarity in their scoring. On the other hand, the husband’s 

support has also correlated extensively with the willingness of the patient to recover. 	  

	  

It is furthermore noticeable to see the correlation between the maintenance of a 

regular family routine and the friend’s support, putting in mind, that both of these 

variables have had the lowest frequency scoring in the aforesaid item statistics table. 	  

	  

In addition to friends being correlated to routine, friends’ support has also been 

interlined to breast cancer support groups and with the support delivered by the 

family. Meeting a breast cancer survivor have coupled itself with the willingness of 

the patient to recover, however, finally, the willingness have joined a closer score to 

the husband’s support.	  
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Following the items aiming to gauge the factors’ impact on the patients’ recovery 

outcome, the participants were asked to evaluate the effectiveness of the breast cancer 

workshops provided to them, through assessing whether the psychological content of 

those workshops is adequate. The researcher used the Likert-type scale, named after 

its founder Rensis Likert that measures the level of respondents’ agreement to a 

statement on a scale from 1-5, with 1 being strongly disagree, 2: disagree, 3: I don’t 

know, 4: agree and 5: strongly agree. 	  

	  

The nurses have demonstrated a great degree of satisfaction with the amount of 

psychological content included in the workshops, through which they attend to 

enhance their experiences with breast cancer patients. 40% of them have strongly 

agreed with the proposed statement, 32% have agreed, 9% have disagreed with the 

content being enough, 7% have no knowledge about that and only 2% have shown 

strong disagreement.	  

Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

KnowDoc 4.63 .865 79 

Exercise 4.30 1.024 80 

Diet 4.55 .899 80 

GoodPsy 4.70 .648 79 

FamilyS 4.75 .646 80 

HusbandS 4.73 .763 79 

Routine 4.08 1.035 79 

FriendS 4.21 .957 76 

SupportG 4.50 .769 78 

Survivor 4.61 .728 77 

Willing 4.75 .710 77 
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The workshops given on breast cancer include enough information on the 

psychological aspects of the treatment process  

  
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Strongly Disagree 2 2.5 2.7 2.7 

Disagree 7 8.8 9.6 12.3 

I Don't Know 6 7.5 8.2 20.5 

Agree 26 32.5 35.6 56.2 

Strongly Agree 32 40.0 43.8 100.0 

Valid 

Total 73 91.2 100.0  

Missing System 7 8.8   

Total 80 100.0   
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The question also included an item that required the respondents to rate their level of 

agreement with oncologists and medical doctors’ having a sufficient background on 

the psychological side effects of the disease. Very similar to the rating scores of 

workshops, 41% have strongly agreed with the statement being measured, 30% have 

showed agreement, while half of the number of those who agreed didn’t know. Only 

6% disagreed that doctors had enough background of the psychological side effects of 

the breast cancer disease on the patients, and 2% strongly disagreed. 

	  

It is stated that while 25% of women with breast cancer will die, an enormous number 

of them will live with preliminary feelings of distress, doubt and anxiety, which often 

escorts to physical revival and psychological wellbeing.  

 

Since the mid 1970’s the establishment of a discipline, referred to as the psycho-

oncology has directed breast cancer to become the number one field earning the 

attention of psychosocial experts. Women have indicated that regardless of the 

The doctors and oncologists dealing with the patients have a sufficient background on 

the psychological side effects of the disease 

  
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Strongly Disagree 2 2.5 2.6 2.6 

Disagree 5 6.2 6.6 9.2 

I Don't Know 12 15.0 15.8 25.0 

Agree 24 30.0 31.6 56.6 

Strongly Agree 33 41.2 43.4 100.0 

Valid 

Total 76 95.0 100.0  

Missing System 4 5.0   

Total 80 100.0   
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patient’s age, ethnic group, nationality or stage of disease, the issues that concern 

them became widespread, which founded the common ground in support groups. 

 

Studies show that the support group participants lived twice as long as control 

patients, with an average of nearly 18 months longer. Nonetheless, two researches 

conducted in 2007 asserted that there was no survival advantage on breast cancer 

patients from their participation in support groups. However, the quality of life of 

those who became members proved to be significantly healthier than those who relied 

primarily on the medical treatments alone. 

 

The survey questions took account of the support group intervention and asked the 

nurses to rate the importance of support groups in bringing about a positive recovery 

outcome. Substantial agreement with a 64% score strongly encouraged the magnitude 

of support groups and 21% also showed agreement. However, 4% strongly disagreed 

that support groups is a good strategy in bringing about a positive impact and 2% 

disagreed too, leaving only 4% with a little background on the issue to state an 

opinion.	  
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A support group will bring about a positive recovery outcome to the patient 

  
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Strongly Disagree 3 3.8 3.9 3.9 

Disagree 2 2.5 2.6 6.6 

I Don't Know 3 3.8 3.9 10.5 

Agree 17 21.2 22.4 32.9 

Strongly Agree 51 63.8 67.1 100.0 

Valid 

Total 76 95.0 100.0  

Missing System 4 5.0   

Total 80 100.0   
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Due to the fact that there were two items asking the participants to evaluate the 

importance of support groups in relation to enhancing the recovery process, the 

researcher has computed the reliability between both questions in order to measure 

whether or not the nurses have answered both items consistently. 

 

The first question measuring support groups is an item among others, located in 

question 2. B. that are assessed as factors having great influence on a positive 

treatment outcome. On the other hand, Question 2. C. also asks the nurses to rate the 

importance of support groups towards a positive recovery result.  
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Luckily, the descriptive and correlation analysis to the support group questions 

confirmed a high score of reliability. Moreover, according to Pearson’s Correlation, 

both of the items were significantly correlated as well. 

 
 

Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

SuppGro 4.46 .986 76 

SupportG 4.50 .769 78 

    

 
 
 

Correlations 

  SuppGro SupportG 

Pearson Correlation 1.000 .337** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .003 

SuppGro 

N 76 75 

Pearson Correlation .337** 1.000 

Sig. (2-tailed) .003  
SupportG 

N 75 78 

    

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

	  

Frequency Table: Support Group Items.	  

 
Statistics 

  SuppGro SupportG 

Valid 76 78 

Missing 4 2 

Mean 4.46 4.50 

N 

Std. Deviation .986 .769 
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The mean of both set of answers were computed through the SPSS program to ensure 

the significant correlation and high reliability score. Both of the items had the exact 

set of reports, but due to missing responses, the frequency of those who strongly 

agreed with the implementation of support groups in (Q2. C) presented a 51 score, 

while 48 responses were given to those who believe that the support group factor is 

one among the most important factors in the treatment process (Q2. B). 

 
Q2 C. Rate the Support Group as a factor that will bring about a positive treatment 

outcome. 

  
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Strongly Disagree 3 3.8 3.9 3.9 

Disagree 2 2.5 2.6 6.6 

I Don't Know 3 3.8 3.9 10.5 

Agree 17 21.2 22.4 32.9 

Strongly Agree 51 63.8 67.1 100.0 

Valid 

Total 76 95.0 100.0  

Missing System 4 5.0   

Total 80 100.0   

 
 

Q2. B. To the patient, a Support Group will bring about positive recovery outcomes. 

  
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Least Important 1 1.2 1.3 1.3 

A Little Important 1 1.2 1.3 2.6 

Often Important 4 5.0 5.1 7.7 

Important 24 30.0 30.8 38.5 

Most Important 48 60.0 61.5 100.0 

Valid 

Total 78 97.5 100.0  

Missing System 2 2.5   

Total 80 100.0   
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Question 2. D. asks the target audience to select from the presented seven different 

options, three most expected and common reactions taken by a patient after receiving 

the breast cancer diagnosis news. Although women evidently differ in their 

comebacks, feelings of fear and disbelief mostly encounter the women who are told 

they have a diagnosis of breast cancer. 	  

	  

Even though those women come in unprepared to hear such news, studies show that 

they nonetheless go through a selection of medical expertise and consultations in 

order to take proper treatment decisions. All of a sudden, the woman is put in a 

situation where she must deal with fundamental concerns about what is usually not 

one of her specialties. Such as, yet not restricted to, the tumor characteristics 

including its size, stage, histology and nodal involvement, the medical team, in 

addition to the type of surgery most suitable for her (Meeting Psychosocial Needs of 

Women with Breast Cancer, 2004).	  

	  

Based on the research findings, the following table illustrates the set of expected 

reactions taken by the patients as predicted by the nurses. In which the first row 

shows the most frequently occurring choices, following the second highest frequency 

then the third occurring.	  
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Steps	   First	   Second	   Third	  
Blame the doctor for a 

mistake	  
9	   1	   1	  

Feel lonely, angry and 

distressed	  
15	   6	   2	  

Contact the doctor to begin 

treatment 	  
27	   16	   15	  

Find support from a loved 

one	  
4	   11	   11	  

Search for breast cancer 

information	  
4	   11	   16	  

Pray and start becoming 

religious	  
17	   19	   14	  

Meet a breast cancer survivor	   1	   5	   12	  

	  

 

Based on what the researcher has earlier explained in regards to the preparation of the 

patient and the decisions made for best suitable treatment methods and the selection 

of a medical team, the survey results have indicated that prayer and becoming 

religious is the second expected reaction to occur among those who receive the breast 

cancer diagnosis. While Saudi Arabia is the origin of Islam and home of Muslims 

with the two holy places in Mecca and Medina, the culture of this country is chiefly 

shaped by its religion.  

 

Having said that, the session Dr. Manal Kayal has organized with the religious 

speaker to come speak to the patients about the spiritual side of cancer treatment was 

primarily based on how absolute faith and belief in God encompasses a calming and 

peaceful state of mind. In addition to that, the researcher has observed how patients 

themselves responded to the religious scholar, where some spoke with tears filling 

their eyes and others reflected deeply on their thread of productivity and engagement 
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in good deeds. The questions asked, the harmony felt and the form of dialogue opened 

was more personal and intense than any other support group session the researcher 

has attended. 

 

Getting the second highest score indicate that the nurses along with the patients come 

from a similar religious background and cultural understandings, which is why the 

researcher has selected this group of Saudi/Arab nurses instead of the Asian Eastern 

group that work in public and private hospitals.  

 

According to this question, the nurses have also chosen the search for information 

about cancer as their third resort, where going back to the practical and realistic 

standpoint becomes crucial to the patient. Having the preferred medical team and 

treatment choice made, in addition to the personal and spiritual voyage, the patient 

now become more aware of the circumstances and is willing to ask about different 

matter, such as procedures, side effects and survival rates. 

 

4.4: The nurse as a health caregiver 

When reduction takes place in an oncology department, the nurses regularly sense 

their roles become an aim. A study was conducted that illustrated the budget of the 

current funding structures, which will fail to ensure the costs of many BCN activities 

and practices. Specialist-nursing expenses may be cut by officials, an effort to 

decrease the overall outflow.  

 

Believing that every patient should have suitable contact to a breast cancer nurse, 

researches propose ensuring the continuity of value and recognition to breast cancer 
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nurses through future reforms. (Breast cancer patients’ perspectives on NHS reform 

and the Health Bill). 

 

An Australian study also investigates the patients’ perspectives on the role of the 

breast cancer nurse. This study was capable of conducting in-depth interviews with 

eighteen different women who had finished treatment for early breast cancer. They 

particularly stressed on the magnitude of the role of their nurses throughout their 

experiences, which integrated communication, the building of a healthy relationship, 

responsiveness of the women’s demands, comfort and providing useful information. 

 

To guarantee that all breast cancer patients have satisfactory and sufficient access to 

the support that breast cancer nurses are competent to grant should be one of the 

concentrations of Oncology clinics (The Role of the Breast Care Nurse During 

Treatment for Early Breast Cancer: The patient’s perspective). This was successfully 

portrayed in the results of the survey being analyzed, which in brief asked the nurses 

to locate on a layered diagram where they see themselves as health caregivers to 

breast cancer patients, among other care providers (husband’s intimate relationship, 

family and friends). 

 

The nurses perceived themselves as the second most important caregivers to the 

patients, with 17% of the responses being for most important, parallel to that is 

another 17% given to the often-important option. However, a 27% was for little 

importance and a 25% of least importance. 
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Having this survey given to Saudi nurses assessing a phenomenon in a Saudi culture, 

the researcher had to recognize and put into account their unique background in 

interpreting some of the results. In this case, the family as a support system has 

reflected the Low Individualism, in which according to different sources is a 

characteristic of the Saudi society. Collective societies strengthen extended families 

and close long-term roles where each person takes responsibility for the members 

being part of their groupings. (Smriti Sinha-99 – Jugnu Rani -36 – Priti Setiya – 

Nivedeta Paul - Saudi Arabia 06/07/09). 

 

Having said that, the family as a support system came with the highest scores among 

the other provided options. The family was given 51% for the most important support 

system, 21% being often important, 7% for little importance and only 1% for the least 

important support group.  

 

Diagram Nurse 

  
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Most Important 14 17.5 20.0 20.0 

Often Important 14 17.5 20.0 40.0 

A Little Important 22 27.5 31.4 71.4 

Least Important 20 25.0 28.6 100.0 

Valid 

Total 70 87.5 100.0  

Missing System 10 12.5   

Total 80 100.0   
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The concept of boundaries is one that is linked to holism and family hierarchies, in 

which some families metaphorically put between the information integrated within 

the family system and what appears to be external. The boundaries play a role in the 

association of people in addition to controlling the thread of information inside and 

outside the system. The customized set of boundaries, though metaphorical, 

differentiate a family from another, where some are characterized with very loose 

open boundaries and fewer restrictions than others who are distinguished with tight 

ones. Therefore, the family structure in a society influences the flow of information 

among people, such as friends and in this case, strangers.  

 

This scenario applies to the culture of Saudi Arabia, where family bonds are closer 

than mere friends. However, many contributory matters can interfere with such 

assumption depending on socioeconomic, regional and universal changes that has 

recently molded a different set of norms. 

 

Diagram Family 

  
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Most Important 41 51.2 63.1 63.1 

Often Important 17 21.2 26.2 89.2 

A Little Important 6 7.5 9.2 98.5 

Least Important 1 1.2 1.5 100.0 

Valid 

Total 65 81.2 100.0  

Missing System 15 18.8   

Total 80 100.0   
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On the layered diagram, friends came last, with a score of only 2% pointed out as the 

most important group, 12% of the nurses see friends’ support often important. 22% of 

them perceive it with little importance and 28% distinguished the group with the least 

importance. 

 

Diagram Friend 

  
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Most Important 2 2.5 3.1 3.1 

Often Important 12 15.0 18.8 21.9 

A Little Important 22 27.5 34.4 56.2 

Least Important 28 35.0 43.8 100.0 

Valid 

Total 64 80.0 100.0  

Missing System 16 20.0   

Total 80 100.0   
 

Based on a study conducted in 1987 on the effect of marital status on the stage, 

treatment and survival of cancer patients, it had revealed that married patients are 

more possibly expected to recover than those who are divorced. The study examined a 

population of cancer patients ranging up to 27779 cases. Among those cases, the 

results have confirmed three causal factors complementing and explaining the poor 

survival of unmarried persons. Being diagnosed at a regional or distant stage was 

found to occur more often in unmarried individuals. Additionally, those unmarried 

personnel, even though adjusted to the stage, were more prone to be untreated from 

the disease. Last but not least, they remained with poorer survival, even after adapting 

to stage and treatment processes (The Effect of Marital Status on Stage, Treatment, 

and Survival of Cancer Patient, 1987).  
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It is now clear that a suggestion is proposed favoring a married status on the overall 

survival rate of cancer patients, yet, that is still considered to be secondary when 

compared to the choice of treatment, response to it and steps in the diagnosis (JAMA 

1987;258:3125-3130).	  

 

The results of this study show that nurses perceive marriage and the intimate 

relationship associated with the husband and wife bond as the third most important 

support group after family being the first and nurses taking second place. 15% of the 

nurses selected intimacy as the most important factor in the support system for breast 

cancer patients, however, 26% reported the relationship as often important, 17% said 

it was of little importance and 21% categorized it as the least important system.  

 

 
 
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

Diagram Intimacy 

  
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Most Important 12 15.0 18.8 18.8 

Often Important 21 26.2 32.8 51.6 

A Little Important 14 17.5 21.9 73.4 

Least Important 17 21.2 26.6 100.0 

Valid 

Total 64 80.0 100.0  

Missing System 16 20.0   

Total 80 100.0   
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Chapter 5 – Limitations, Recommendations and Conclusion	  

	  

The Tuesday workshop’s attendees were a group of randomly selected nurses from 

healthcare centers in the city of Jeddah, whom were available for the researcher to be 

the sample of the study. Since it was easier said than done to be able to sustain the 

workshops on weekly bases, the researcher therefore had to contact a few connections 

in the medical field, primarily students and interns who had a smooth access to a 

number of oncology sections in diverse hospitals, hoping to deliver the surveys to an 

adequate number of oncology department nurses as possible. Moreover, it also 

became difficult to find not only oncology nurses but also ones that are Saudi or at 

least Arabs to have valid and relevant findings applicable for generality in the Saudi 

culture.	  

	  

This process took several weeks until the researcher managed to hand in the surveys 

to a colleague at the Breast Cancer Center of Excellence that took full charge of 

delivering them to the targeted audience of the Tuesday Workshops then sending 

them back to the researcher for analysis.	  

	  

Encouraged to take advantage of the Tuesday workshops and the convenience of an 

available sample group, added a degree of narrowness with a limited set of options for 

the researcher to explore. Nonetheless, nurses were one among many significant 

support systems that influence the patients’ psychological wellbeing and recovery 

process. It is recommended that in further research studies, the scope of examination 

can take a new stance, whether it is the patient’s viewpoint being studied, the family’s 

experience or the husband’s role as a supporter.	  
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Unfortunately, the demographic section of the survey did not include an item on 

nationality. This has caused an obstacle in the legitimacy of applying the results to 

other nurses with such an important factor missing. However, to overcome such a 

limitation, the researcher had referred to the colleague in charge asking her for the 

percentage of Saudi and non-Saudi nationals working at the healthcare centers where 

the participants worked. As a result, the researcher was able to conquer this obstacle 

by getting an estimate of a majority of Saudi female nurses and only a minority of 

Indians.	  

	  

Being the President of the Student Shura for the year 2010-2011 at Effat University as 

well as having other commitments and responsibilities to fulfill, it was demanding to 

manage all different tasks in merely four months. It would be not only easier, but also 

a productive path to have the internship requirement divided into two sections. A 

revision in the curriculum would lay down for the continuing and new students an 

opportunity to undergo the researcher’s experience to the fullest in addition to having 

sufficient time for data assembly, reflection, reading, meeting experts and writing 

their final paper.	  

	  

Therapeutic support groups in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, are not a common intervention; 

add to that the cancer patient support groups, in which the researcher has only been 

able to stumble on one in the last quarter of the internship program. This has led to 

little time for a naturalistic observation, an in depth investigation or an interview with 

the cancer patients undergoing the experience. 	  
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Having doing that, the researcher could have had the chance to describe the 

backgrounds and nationalities of the patients, the relationship they had with their own 

nurses throughout their surgical experience and chemotherapy treatment, the 

perceptions of their family members on their participation in support groups and 

whether a correlation existed or not between their marital status and the willingness of 

those patients to recover.	  

	  

Due to a dearth of research conducted on this topic in the region being studied, the 

literature review consists of studies done in different areas of the world, particularly 

those in the west. Therefore, resulting in differences that may not be vivid but would 

certainly influence the factors discussed in shaping Saudi nurses’ opinions about the 

implementation of support groups, family coming as the first support system and 

having prayer as one among the three most expected reactions of breast cancer 

diagnosed patients. It is a recommendation to breast cancer centers and especially Al-

Amoudi Breast Cancer Center of Excellence to take the lead in similar studies, 

covering the psychosocial impacts of those patients and the diverse factors benefiting 

or harming the recovery process. Perhaps then, support groups would be implemented 

in Saudi Arabia as part of the medical/therapeutic treatment package, not necessarily 

increasing the lives of the patients but certainly enhancing the quality of life.	  

	  

 A woman may gain considerable advantage from partaking in clinical trials. Clinical 

trials have contributed to every flourishing cancer treatment being used nowadays and 

the first to benefit from these studies are the participants themselves.	  
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To evaluate and select clinical trials associated with high-risk status or breast cancer 

diagnosis and treatment, the following list of questions may help guide breast cancer 

patients:	  

1. What is the purpose of the study?	  

2. How many people will be included in the study?	  

3. What does the study involves?	  

4. What kind of tests and treatment will I have	  

5. How are treatments given, and what side effects might I expect?	  

6. What are the risks and benefits of each protocol?	  

7. How long will the study last?	  

8. What type of long-term follow-up is provided for those who participate?	  

9. Will I incur any costs? Will my insurance company pay for part of this?	  

10. When will the results be known?	  

	  

Last but not least, the researcher had faced difficulty due to the survey questions 

formation, which reflected in the procedure of data analysis. She had included 

multiple scales leading to a complex SPSS data input. The analyst was also required 

to have two different variable pages because one was not enough for the variety of 

items included in the survey. It is recommended to check the survey questions 

through an eye that would assess and predict the responses and analysis process too 

not merely the effectiveness of it answering a research question.	  

	  

Despite all limitations, this experience to Psychology student intern has been an eye 

opener on so many levels; some highlighting life as the quality in it and not in the 

quantity of days a patient lives and others suggesting new threads to the possibility of 
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implementing support groups with regards to the cultural differences, in which this 

region in distinctive with. The researcher recommends further in depth studies 

investigating the nature of nurse’s responses towards achieving universally 

recognized standards in addition to sustaining what is important to the local women, 

their families and husbands.	  
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Appendix 1 – Letters to Internship Setting 

1a. First Letter 

To whom this may concern, 

 

The fragility of our existence in this world has constantly been one of my interests as 

an undergraduate student majoring in Psychology. The diversity of this fragility, in all 

its forms, from the love of being to the fear of death and detachment has inspired me 

to explore more about the human existence and mind. 

 

I am engaged in research that may not belong to the professional world of scientific 

discoveries, but to the personal zone of growth, understanding and insight. One of the 

phenomena constantly related to death and existence is Cancer, a medical condition 

classified by a class of diseases characterized by out-of-control abnormal cell growth.  

 

Cancer has always been, specially recently, the concern of so many elderly and 

nowadays, the younger generations. Many preventions and techniques have been 

implemented to avoid and prevent this outrageous monster. I have also witnessed a 

number of people directly going into chemotherapy to treat what is known to be a 

medical and biological condition, however, ignoring the psychological wellbeing of 

the patient. Moreover, the stressful environments that in many ways have set the 

foundation to the growth of uncontrollable abnormal cell. 

 

The researcher wonders if chemotherapy is an appropriate cure or a treatment that 

would merely silent the disease for a period but produce other concerns? Whether it 
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should be complemented with cancer support group sessions enhancing the quality of 

life the patient is undergoing or focus primarily on the medical interventions? 

 

“Death as a form of creation” is also what captures my attention. Cancer is perhaps 

significantly feared because it is highly correlated with the concept of death, loss of a 

loved one or detachment. From this point on, through a transformation in the natural 

state of death and through the direct observations and research recollections, through 

which I hope to gain from my experience with cancer patients in Support Groups, I 

wish to take this opportunity of the coming three months of internship to enhance my 

humble understanding of the phenomenon, advance in future projects from there on, 

in addition to contributing what may be helpful and supportive to the area. 

 

Kindest Regards, 

Fatima Al-Banawi 
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1b. Second Letter 

Dear Dr. Samia Al-Amoudi, 

 

In addition to what I have previously proposed in my former letter, shedding light on 

the concept of cancer in relation to human’s constant fear of death, I would like to 

take my proposal further in depth, by not expanding the scope, however, digging deep 

into the details of the suffering of a female patient due to a breast cancer diagnosis. 

 

The female body has always been a battleground, not only to males, but also to 

women, medical doctors, feminists and humanist researchers. From there on, 

considering myself a social women advocate, in addition to a humanist with a 

background in Psychology and an interest in death and attachment issues, I would like 

to take this particular opportunity to build a more solid foundation to this kind of 

awareness in my beloved society. 

 

Throughout my graduation research paper, I intend to cover the following points: 

1. Social determinants of marital status following a diagnosis of breast cancer. 

a. Role of spouse’s support in the healing process of Breast Cancer. 

b. Real case scenarios of women diagnosed with breast cancer and their 

healing journey in regards to their marital status relationship to their 

condition. 

c. Have the diagnoses of breast cancer led to husbands leaving their 

wives? Why? Why not? The impact this left on the patient’s wellbeing 

and healing progress. 

2. Cancer as a form of fear of death. 
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a. What are the basic stages following the news of a Breast Cancer 

diagnoses. 

b. Family support and its influence on patient’s belief system. 

c. Personal reflections, regrets and/or the hopeful, peaceful and gradual 

action planning towards a better future. 

3. Support groups as crucial treatment methods. 

a. Do breast cancer patients need support groups? Why? Why not? 

b. Have support groups been implemented in Saudi Arabia? 

c. What are major steps to be taken in order for such implementation to 

take place? 

d. What are few guidelines to be considered culturally and religiously 

towards the implementation of support groups in Saudi Arabia? 

4. Personal reflections on internship journey. 

 

I look forward to the surprises I will experience throughout this journey, 

Fatima Al-Banawi 
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Appendix 2 – Developed Survey Questions	  

2a. Survey Questions Developed in English	  

 
 
 
Dear Caregiver, 
 
As you may know, any type of cancer has a psychological burden on the patient; 
however, having it in the breast is an additional source of pain, because breasts are often 
perceived as a symbol of womanhood and charm.  

 
The removal of a breast may change the body image and how the patient thinks of 
herself. Unlike a hemicolectomy for cancer of the colon or a lobectomy for lung cancer, 
where removal of the organ is not so obvious, breast removal is visible.  
 
The psychological factors and the emotional wellbeing of the patient have proven to 
greatly influence the healing journey. The following survey, intends to measure the 
breast cancer patients’ support system, where the nurse and health caregiver become 
primary in the treatment process.  
 
The completion of the survey will take you 10 - 15 minutes. Thank you for contributing 
to this study. 
 
----------------- 
The survey developer is an undergraduate Psychology student at Effat University and an 
intern at Shaikh Al-Amoudi Chair for Breast Cancer Research. Please feel free to 
contact her, in case you have any further comments on the study, concerns or questions. 
 
Fatima Al-Banawi: falbanawi@effatuniversity.edu.sa 
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Please provide the following:     ID: ________________ 

 

Name (optional): 

 

Age: 

 

Marital Status: 

 

Occupation: 

 

Work experience (in years): 

 

Have you ever had a lump in your breast? 

Ο Yes 
Ο No 

 

If your answer is no, please move to Question 1. However if your answer is yes, please 

answer the following. 

a. The diagnosis was:  

Ο Benign 
Ο Malignant 

 

b. Please explain in one sentence your action when the news was shared with you. 
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Question 1. Psychological Background 

 

a. Do you usually search for resources to increase your information about dealing with 

breast cancer patients? 

Ο Yes 
Ο No 

 

b. If your answer is no, please move to Question C. If your answer is yes, which of the 

following do you usually use to increase your knowledge about dealing with breast 

cancer patients? 

Ο Books 
Ο Medical workshops 
Ο Psychology workshops 
Ο Conferences 
Ο Magazines 
Ο Websites 
Ο Research publications and journals 
Ο Stories and experiences 
Ο Other: ______________________ 

 

c. Among the following, which is most easily available for you here in Jeddah? 

Ο Books 
Ο Medical workshops 
Ο Psychology workshops 
Ο University lectures (please specify scope): ______________________ 
Ο Conferences 
Ο Magazines 
Ο Websites 
Ο Research publications and journals 
Ο Stories and experiences 
Ο Other: ______________________ 
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Question 2: Patients’ Emotional Wellbeing: 

 

a. On a scale from 1-5, with 1 being the least important and 5 being the most 

important, rate the psychological wellbeing of the patient as an influential factor in 

the recovery process. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

 

b. Along with the necessary medical interventions, rate the importance of the 

following factors, which you think, would have a great influence on bringing about 

a positive treatment outcome? 

 

Intervention Factor 
 

Rating 

The knowledge of the doctor 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

Adequate Exercise 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

Healthy Diet 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

Overall psychological wellbeing 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

Family support 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

Husband’s support 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

Keeping the regular family routines 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

Friend’s support 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

Breast cancer support groups 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

Meeting breast cancer survivors 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

The willingness of the patient to recover 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 
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c. Rate the following according to the scale (1: strongly disagree, 2: disagree, 3: I 

don’t know, 4: agree, and 5: strongly agree) 

 

• The workshops I attend to enhance my experience with breast cancer patients 

include enough information on the psychological aspect of the treatment process. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

 

• The doctors and medical oncologists dealing with the patients have a sufficient 

background on the psychological side affects of the disease. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

 

• To the patient, a support group will bring about a positive recovery outcome. 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

 

d. Which do you think are the first three steps taken by the patient after receiving the 

breast cancer diagnosis news? (Please state in numbers with 1 being the first) 

○ Blame the doctor for a mistake 

○ Feel lonely, angry and distressed 

○ Contact the doctor to start treatment as soon as possible 

○ Find support from a loved one 

○ Search breast cancer information on the web 

○ Pray and start becoming religious 

○ Meet a breast cancer survivor 
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Question	  3:	  You	  as	  a	  health	  caregiver:	  

	  

On	  the	  following	  diagram,	  write	  on	  each	  layer	  the	  (family,	  intimacy,	  friends	  and	  

nurse)	  according	  to	  how	  you	  perceive	  their	  importance	  to	  the	  breast	  cancer	  

patient.	  (1:	  most	  important	  to	  the	  patient	  and	  4:	  least	  important	  to	  the	  patient)	  
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2b. Survey Questions Translated to Arabic	  

 
 ععززييززتتيي ممققددممةة االلررععااييةة،
	  
ييععتتببرر االلثثدديي ررممزز للللأأننووثثةة ووااللججمماالل، ووااللااصصااببةة ببسسررططاانن االلثثدديي للاا ييححمملل ككمماا تتععللمموونن،
	ااييضضاا.ففققطط االلععببء االلججسسدديي، ووأأننمماا االلععببء االلننففسسيي  ععللىى االلممررييضضةة   
 االلققووللوونن أأوو ااسستتئئصصاالل االلففصص للسسررططاانن االلققووللوونن للسسررططااننججززء ممنن ععللىى خخللاافف ااسستتئئصصاالل 
ققدد وو االلررئئةة، ححييثث تتككوونن إإززااللةة ههذذهه االلأأععضضااء للييسستت ممررئئييةة، ففإإنن إإززااللةة االلثثدديي ووااضضححةة ننسسببييااً
	 االلججسسمم ووننظظررةة االلممررييضضةة للننففسسههاا.تتغغييرر ممننظظرر  
ففيي ررححللةة ببششككلل إإييججااببيي للممررييضضةة سسررططاانن االلثثدديي أأثثببتتتت تتأأثثييرراا ككببييرراا االلددععمم االلننففسسيي 
 سسررططاانن صصااببةةمملللل  االلننففسسييننظظاامم ددععممأأههممييةة االلششففااء. االلااسستتططللااعع االلتتاالليي ييععتتززمم ققييااسس 
 ممققددمميي االلررععااييةة ههمم االلأأسسااسس ففيي ععممللييةة االلممععااللججةة.االلثثدديي، ححييثث االلممممررضضةة وو 
  ششككرراا للممسسااههممتتكك ففيي ههذذهه االلددررااسسةة
	. ممنن 10 ححتتىى 15 ددققييققةةللنن ييأأخخذذ ممنن ووققتتككمم ااككثثررتتططللااعع االلااسس  
----------------- 
 ههيي ططااللببةة ففيي االلممررححللةة االلججااممععييةة ففيي ججااممععةة ععففتت ققسسمم ععللمم االلننففسس ححييثث االلااسستتططللااعع ممصصممممةة
تتققوومم ببتتددررييببههاا االلججااممععيي ففيي ممررككزز االلششييخخ االلععمموودديي للأأببححااثث سسررططاانن االلثثدديي. للاا تتتترردددد ففيي 
  أأيي تتععللييققااتت أأخخررىى أأوو أأسسئئللةة.ييااللااتتصصاالل ببههاا ففيي ححاالل ككاانن للددييكك
falbanawi@effatuniversity.edu.sa ففااططممةة االلببننوويي   
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                                           �ي�ر�ج�ى �ت�ق�د�ي�م �م�ا �ي�ل�ي :        
  االلااسسمم )ااخختتيياارريي(:

 االلععممرر:
 االلححااللةة االلااججتتممااععييةة:

 االلممههننةة:
 خخببررةة االلععمملل )ففيي سسننووااتت( :

 
 ههلل ككاانن للددييكك ففيي أأيي ووققتت ممضضىى ووررمم ففيي االلثثدديي؟   

 Ο ننععمم   
 Ο للاا

 
. ووللككنن إإذذاا ككاانن ججووااببِكك ننععمم، االلررججااء االلأأووللإإذذاا ككاانن ججووااببِكك للاا، ييررججىى االلااننتتققاالل إإللىى االلسسؤؤاالل 

 االلإإججااببةة ععللىى االلأأسسئئللةة االلتتااللييةة: 
 أأ. ككاانن االلتتششخخييصص:

 Ο ححممييدد
 Ο خخببييثث 

 
 . ببااللأأخخببااررغغتتييببُلل ععننددمماا  ككاانن تتصصررففككبب. ييررججىى تتووضضييحح ققيي ججممللةة ووااححددةة ككييفف
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 �ا�ل�ن�ف�س�ي�ة �ا�ل�خ�ل�ف�ي�ة �ا�ل�أ�و�ل: �ا�ل�س�ؤ�ا�ل
تتببححثثيينن ععنن مموواارردد للززييااددةة ممععللووممااتتكك ححوولل ككييففييةة االلتتععاامملل ممعع ممررييضضةة سسررططاانن أأ. ههلل ععااددةة 

 االلثثدديي؟
 Ο ننععمم
 Ο للاا

 
بب. إإذذاا ككاانن االلججوواابب للاا ، ييررججىى االلااننتتققاالل إإللىى االلسسؤؤاالل )جج(. إإذذاا ككاانن االلججوواابب ننععمم، أأيي ممنن االلتتاالليي 
 ععااددةةً تتسستتخخددمميي للززييااددةة ممععررففتتككِ ححوولل ككييففييةة االلتتععاامملل ممعع االلممررضضىى ببسسررططاانن االلثثدديي؟

 Ο ككتتبب االل 
 Ο ووررششااتت ععمملل االلططببييةة 

 Ο  ععللمم االلننففسسووررششااتت ععمملل
 Ο االلممؤؤتتممررااتت
 Ο االلممججللااتت

	Ο االلممووااققعع االلااللككتتررووننييةة  
 Ο ممننششووررااتت االلببححووثث
 Ο االلققصصصص ووااللتتججاارربب

  Ο  أأخخررىى: ________________
 

 جج. ممنن ببيينن االلتتاالليي، أأييههمم ههوو االلأأككثثرر إإتتااححةة ووااللأأسسههلل ففيي االلووصصوولل إإللييهه ههنناا ففيي ججددةة؟
 Ο ككُتتبب االل 

 Ο ووررششااتت ععمملل االلططببييةة 
 Ο  ععللمم االلننففسسووررششااتت ععمملل

 Ο االلممؤؤتتممررااتت
 Ο االلممججللااتت
 Ο االلممووااققعع 

 Ο ممننششووررااتت االلببححووثث
 Ο االلققصصصص ووااللتتججاارربب

  Ο  أأخخررىى: ________________
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 �ا�ل�ع�ا�ط�ف�ي�ة �ا�ل�م�ر�ض�ى �ر�ا�ح�ة :�ا�ل�ث�ا�ن�ي �ا�ل�س�ؤ�ا�ل
 االلصصححةة مميي ّققووككثثرر أأههممييةة، للأأ،  ممعع 1 ككووننههاا االلأأققلل أأههممييةة وو5 ككووننههاا اا5 -أأ. ععللىى ننططااقق ممنن 1

 .ممؤؤثثرر ففيي ععممللييةة االلااسستتررددااددااللننففسسييةة للللممررييضض ككععاامملل 
 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 
 

 
أأننهه  أأههممييةة االلععوواامملل االلتتااللييةة االلتتيي تتععتتققدديينن ممييّققووننبب االلتتددخخللااتت االلططببييةة االلللااززممةة، اابب. إإللىى جج

 للععللااجج؟لل  تتححققييقق ننتتييججةة إإييججااببييةةففيي تتأأثثييرر ككببييرر ااسسييككوونن للهه
 

 �ت�د�خ�ل �ع�ا�م�ل �ت�ق�ي�م
  ووخخببررتتههععللمم االلططببييبب 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1
 االلررييااضضييةة االلككااففييةةممممااررسسةة االل 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1
 ااتتببااعع ننظظاامم غغذذاائئيي صصححيي 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1
 ةة ببصصففةة ععااممةة االلننففسسييععااييةةااللرر 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1
 ددععمم االلأأسسررةة 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1
 ددععمم االلززووجج 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1
 االلححففااظظ ععللىى ررووتتيينن االلأأسسررةة االلععاادديي 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1
 ددععمم االلصصددييقق 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1
 ممججممووععااتت االلددععمم للسسررططاانن االلثثدديي 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1
 ممنن سسررططاانن االلثثددييننسسااء ششففوواا  ممققااببللةة 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1
 ةة ووااسستتععددااددههاا للللععللااججررغغببةة االلممررييضض 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1
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 :5 ،أأووااففقق ووففققاا للللججددوولل: )1: للاا أأووااففقق ببششددةة، 2: للاا أأووااففقق، 3: للاا أأععررفف، 4: االلتتااللييجج. ققييمميي 
 أأووااففقق ببششددةة( 

 
 للتتععززييزز تتججررببتتيي ممعع ممررضضىى سسررططاانن االلثثدديي تتتتضضممنن ههااااللتتيي أأححضضررععمملل االلووررششااتت  •
 للللممررضضىى.ممععللووممااتت ككااففييةة ععنن االلججااننبب االلننففسسيي 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 
 

خخللففييةة ككااففييةة ععنن االلججااننبب االلننففسسيي االلذذيي ببوورراامم ييتتععااممللوواا ممعع االلممررضضىى أأاالل• االلأأططببااء ووأأططببااء 
 .ععللااججييؤؤثثرر ععللىى االل

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 
 

  سسييححقققق ننتتييججةة إإييججااببييةة للللععللااجج. االلممررضضىى )ممششااررككةة ووححوواارر ووتتججاارربب(ددععممففررييقق  •
1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 

 
 

 ببععدد ةةدد. مماا ممنن االلتتاالليي تتععتتققدديي ههمم االلثثللااثثةة خخططووااتت االلأأووللىى االلممتتخخذذةة ممنن ققببلل االلممررييضض
ببتتررققييمم  االلتتووضضييحح؟ )ييررججىى االلثثددييااللححصصوولل ععللىى االلأأخخبباارر ففيي تتششخخييصص سسررططاانن 

  ممعع 1 ككووننههاا االلأأوولل(االلااخختتييااررااتت
 Ο  ففيي االلتتششخخييصص خخططأأللىىللوومم االلططببييبب عع

	Ο  ششععوورر ببااللووححددةة ووااللغغضضبب ووااللححززنن   
 Ο االلااتتصصاالل ببااللططببييبب للببددء االلععللااجج ففيي أأققرربب ووققتت ممممككنن

 Ο .االلأأححببااببااللححصصوولل ععللىى االلددععمم ممنن 
 Ο ممععللووممااتت ععنن سسررططاانن االلثثددييععننااللببححثث  

 Οااللززييااددةة ففيي أأععمماالل االلدديينن وو االلصصللااةة
 Οللققااء ممعع االلننااججيينن ممنن سسررططاانن االلثثدديي 
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  �ا�ل�ر�ع�ا�ي�ة �ا�ل�ص�ح�ي�ة �م�ن�ظ�و�ر�م�ن �ن�ت �أ�ا�ل�س�ؤ�ا�ل �ا�ل�ث�ا�ل�ث: 
ععللىى االلششككلل االلتتاالليي، ااككتتببيي ععللىى ككلل ططببققةة )االلأأسسررةة، االلععللااققةة االلححممييممةة، االلأأصصددققااء، 

االلأأككثثرر كك. )1:  ففيي ننظظرر سسررططاانن االلثثددييةةممررييضضلل( ووففققاا للممددىى أأههممييتتههمم ببااللننسسببةة االلتتممررييضض
  للللممررييضض وو4: االلأأققلل أأههممييةة للللممررييضض(أأههممييةة

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

 


